This self-assessment guide draws on extensive
research to dispel myths and show what really makes
a difference to workplace wellbeing
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This guide introduces the ‘Explore and Embed’
approach to sustainable workplace wellbeing.
The Workplace Wellbeing Team at the University of East
Anglia (UEA) and RAND Europe developed the explore and
embed approach as an ecosystem approach to thinking
about workplace wellbeing.

The guide is one part of an evidenceinformed online toolkit of resources
available on:

www.evolveworkplacewellbeing.org

It is not about how you implement any single initiative, like a
healthy eating policy or Employee Assistance Programme. It
is about the whole organisation pulling in one direction.
The guide helps you explore ideas for your business by
offering insight, self-assessment and real-life examples.
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What does workplace wellbeing
look like in practice?
In businesses where people are thriving,
supported by the organisation to feel
and perform well, we see:
1. A clear understanding embedded at all levels of the
organisation that helping people thrive can help the
business thrive too.
2. Pro-active and open-minded enquiry (‘what if we…?’)
on the impacts of every work process and procedure
on workplace wellbeing.
3. Manager and employee involvement in promoting,
setting up and contributing to activities that support
workplace wellbeing, in every layer of the
organisation.
4. Ongoing dialogue about what could be better, how it
could be made better, trying out relevant solutions
and then checking back to see what made a
difference – on repeat.
5. Realistic expectation that it takes work and time to
make employees aware of a wellbeing approach, to
build trust and to ensure separate smaller activities
work together as whole.

In those businesses where people are
not supported by the organisation to
feel and perform well, we see:
1. Prioritisation of short-term gains to the bottom line*
above employee needs when managers are unwilling
or feel unable to spend time or money to avoid the
costs of poor wellbeing in the medium to longer-term
(e.g. presenteeism, absenteeism, staff turnover).
2. Re-active, quick fix mentality (‘what now?!!’) focussed
on standalone wellbeing interventions, events or
gifts, with a narrow definition of wellbeing (e.g. safety,
attendance).
3. Top-down, cookie cutter-style approach to wellbeing,
where any initiatives are seen as the niche activity of
HR or other wellbeing professionals, not activity that
spans the business.
4. The implementation of new initiatives without
checking with employees if they are appropriate,
needed or make a difference. Senior managers
believe that employee involvement would lead to
unreasonable demands and ‘opening a can of worms’.
5. Any useful wellbeing initiatives being counteracted by
other ways the organisation is working, or unfairness
in the way these are rolled out. Employees do not feel
any attempts towards wellbeing are authentic
because of lack of consistency and coherence.

* (whether the bottom line is profit in a business or cost-effectively
delivering ‘the mission’ in a public service organisation or charity)
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You can explore and embed via:

Why is this guide
unique?

The explore and embed
approach is broken down
into five sections that you
can visit in any order and at
any time, again and again,
as your wellbeing process
evolves over months and
then years.

Plenty of guides already exist on
specific programmes or initiatives
that businesses can implement to
improve wellbeing. Planning and
project management guides are also
readily available. The explore and
embed approach is different.
We developed explore and embed as
an ecosystem approach to workplace
wellbeing. It is not about how you
implement any single initiative, like a
healthy eating policy or your
Employee Assistance Programme. It is
about the whole organisation pulling
in one direction – working together
for thriving people, thriving business.
This guide does not provide a plan for
you to work through A to B. It
recognises that sustaining workplace
wellbeing within an organisation is a
continuous, evolving process. What
you need is to identify a ‘way in’ to
making more positive change.
This guide offers multiple different
‘ways in’, asking you to zoom in and
out as you consider your organisation,
to really look at your workplace and
employee wellbeing differently.

Each section offers:





A simple explanation of what
evidence tells us can work for
businesses
At least one example of what this
looks like in practice, drawn from
case studies
Questions to help you identify
areas to work on
Signposting to other tools and
information

1. ALIGNING TO THRIVE
Building the narrative aligning
wellbeing and productivity in
your organisation.

2. THE IMPORTANCE OF
DIALOGUE
Achieving continuous
development through listening,
imagining, piloting and evolving.

3. PRO-ACTIVE APPROACH
Building the will and finding the
time to set out on a positive
path to wellbeing.

4. SHARING THE LOAD
Enlisting the involvement of
senior leaders, peoplefocussed professionals and
the wider workforce in your
wellbeing efforts.

5. A DISCERNING EYE
Reviewing all progress against
key principles.
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The five sections of the guide and
the questions in them can be used to
inform team exercises, as activities
during planning or away days or in
workshops any time you want to
discuss how your business is doing
on workplace wellbeing.
Use the guide flexibly according to
your own time and needs. Use it to
give you a quick overview on your own
or work with colleagues to do an indepth review.
Building your people strategy is an
ongoing and evolving process.
Discussion is necessary because
even if you have key performance
indicators (KPIs), metrics, absence
scores or service usage reports,
these do not capture the complexity
involved in truly understanding the
health and wellbeing of colleagues.

We developed this approach by
distilling scientific evidence collected
via surveys, in-depth conversations
with managers, HR professionals and
workers in large and small
organisations (as they rolled out new
wellbeing initiatives over time), and
systematic analysis of many studies.
If you are interested in what
underpins this synthesis visit our
News and Publications page on
www.evolveworkplacewellbeing.org
or for more detail, visit our UEA team’s
full listings of papers and reports
www.uea.ac.uk/groups-andcentres/employment-systems-andinstitutions-group

If you only have 10
minutes, pick one
question, and jot down
what comes to mind.
Set yourself a calendar
reminder to pick up and
read your jotted notes
again soon or discuss
them with a colleague.

Where to start…?
You can dive right into the guide wherever you like or
answer our quick diagnostic questions on the next
page to help you choose where to start…
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Strongly
agree

Agree

Not sure

This is your guide – so use it to help you think, reflect,
discuss, engage others, plan or act as you see fit…

Strongly
disagree
e
Disagree

Self-reflection questions

Our senior managers actively spread the message that investing in
workplace wellbeing is important to ensure that employees and the
business thrive

1 2 3 4 5

Low score? Read
Aligning to Thrive

The members of our team who look after 'people' matters (HR, OH, owners in
smaller businesses) have never said there is a business case for supporting
employee wellbeing

1 2 3 4 5

High score? Read
Aligning to Thrive

Ideally, we would prefer to employ someone else to come in and set up a
suitable set of wellbeing offers for us, so that we can get it done then not
have to worry about it again.

1 2 3 4 5

High score? Read
The Importance
of Dialogue

Before we act to improve workplace wellbeing, we think hard about what we
want to see happen and set up a way of comparing 'before' and 'after' to
check our success

1 2 3 4 5

Low score? Read
The Importance
of Dialogue

Our business is always in two-way conversation with employees about what
else could be done to improve our wellbeing and our ability to do our work
well

1 2 3 4 5

Low score? Read
The Importance
of Dialogue

1 2 3 4 5

High score? Read
Pro-active
approach

1 2 3 4 5

Low score? Read
Pro-active
approach

Our business is always 'on the back foot' trying to react to problems that
arise in the workforce ('what now??!!')
We schedule in regular discussions where we think about workplace
wellbeing and check if what we could actively find new ways the thrive
('what if…?')
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Our senior managers are real leaders on the topic of workplace wellbeing,
investing in co-ordination and activity, being supportive managers people
and role-modelling good practice

1 2 3 4 5

Low score? Read
Sharing the load

The members of our team who look after 'people' matters (HR, OH, owners in
smaller businesses) are not listened to if they recommend activities to help
people thrive

1 2 3 4 5

High score? Read
Sharing the load

New ideas and activities for improving wellbeing bubble up from our
workforce all the time via the open communication we have with
enthusiastic individuals and interest groups

1 2 3 4 5

Low score? Read
Sharing the load

We know we can't introduce a new wellbeing activity and just expect people
to know about it and use it without us actively raising awareness, interest
and removing barriers to taking part

1 2 3 4 5

Low score? Read A
Discerning Eye
(Communication)

Workplace wellbeing is not a bolt-on for us, we really do review everything
we do in the business (e.g. workload, progression, flexible working policies)
to see how it impacts people

1 2 3 4 5

Low score? Read A
Discerning Eye
(Consistency)

We do separate initiatives on wellbeing topics but we've never thought
about how they fit together and whether there are any gaps or wasted
opportunities in our provision

1 2 3 4 5

High score? Read
A Discerning Eye
(Coherence)

There have been some real cultural problems in our organisation for a long
time but nobody ever challenges them or comes up with a new way of
doing things

1 2 3 4 5

High score? Read
A Discerning Eye
(Creativity)

1 2 3 4 5

High score? Read
A Discerning Eye
(Commitment)

Our organisation can make a big push on wellbeing one month but then the
next month move on to a different topic and not talk about wellbeing again
for ages
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Values guide action.

Aligning to thrive is central to
making workplace wellbeing a
sustainable, embedded, evolving
practice in your business. It’s a
shorthand for taking on a mutual
benefit mindset.
The paths towards ensuring the
people in your business thrive
and that your business itself
thrives long-term are the same
paths.
Your interests are aligned for
reasons not only of costs
(reducing productivity lost
through absence and
presenteeism), but also
performance (engagement,
commitment, going the extra
mile) and creativity (feeling able
to innovate and improve).
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The same values, behaviours and practices often underpin
activities that help achieve both productivity and wellbeing…

From extensive research, we know that
supporting employee wellbeing
involves the business:
1. Communicating that it sees employees and their
wellbeing as important
2. Identifying and addressing issues early if employees
are struggling
3. Fostering good working relationships between
colleagues and in teams
4. Offering supportive, open and flexible management at
every level of the organisation
5. Paying attention to the aspects of being at work that
impact on people’s everyday sense of whether they
are valued: pay, security, opportunities for rest and
refresh, training and development, meaningful work.

These specific acts for employee wellbeing,
reflect types of behaviour that more
generally help a business run smoothly and
do well. You will find encouragement to do
these things in standard management texts,
but see here how they fit closely with
wellbeing goals too…

How good business practice fits well with wellbeing goals:
1. Clear agenda-setting about organisational values
and goals and how each person’s work contributes –
this helps people know what to expect and what they
are working towards
2. Identifying and addressing issues early in any
processes, products or with people helps the firm be
resilient, so that people can think creatively about
finding solutions to problems before they escalate
3. Fostering good working relationships between
colleagues and in teams – when people get to know
each other as people, not just as workers, they can
communicate better, with an influence on efficiency,
effectiveness and engagement
4. Offering supportive, open and flexible
management means acknowledging workers need
resources to work and managers are responsible for
finding out what those might be (e.g. materials,
space, knowledge, collaborators etc.). Only those
managers who keep talking and offering support to
their workers will be able to provide resources in a
timely and useful way
5. Paying attention to what makes best use of all
resources and opportunities in the long-term – if
you have a factory building but let the guttering fall
down and don’t invest in it, you can expect there to
be crumbling and structural problems over time.
Exactly the same applies to the workforce. If you
forget they have human needs that require
investment to sustain, the workforce will crumble and
have structural problems over time
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Practitioner story
How a strong wellbeing commitment is reflected in the day-to-day operations of a small
company
M is Head of People and Operations for a small IT
development company in the UK. She acts as a conduit
between employees and directors, to translate the
company vision into visible actions and to make sure that
people’s career aspirations are heard and their drives are
understood.
As a head of operations, she helps match people’s interests
with the project work available where this is possible. Whilst
striving for the best allocation of intellectually stimulating
work that fits with people’s values, interests and goals, she
works with colleagues to consider people’s work-life
balance, ensuring that there are only rare occasions where
there is a work spill over to evenings or weekends with
adequate compensation received for extra time worked –
unusual in this industry.
Whilst ensuring that employees feel safe and there are
formal routes to conflict resolution if needed, the company
balances this with day-to-day informality and flexibility. M
listens, guides and acts on people’s concerns. She
conducts regular check-ins on wellbeing, routines and
project experiences. Encouraging open dialogue,
continuous communication and transparency as ways of
working has given employees the confidence that they can
resolve issues in relationship with colleagues, rather than
needing to turn to formal procedures.
M continuously works on the firm’s progressive and
comprehensive wellbeing benefits provision. She conducts
regular benefits reviews and tailors the benefit suit to her
colleagues’ interests.

From the performance standpoint, she has implemented a
monthly anonymous feedback mechanism via Office Vibe
which has a Slack system integration, to ensure continuous
embedded evaluation rather than periodic management
review. In this way the quality of the work environment, such
as relationships, communication, learning opportunities and
teamwork is continuously monitored and the organisation
can be responsive if issues arise.
The firm has been in regular communication with the team
members, especially during the Covid-19 pandemic 2020/21,
when remote working became the new norm and working
patterns became less visible and provided more opportunity
for overwork. M started researching new ways of working
such as new ways of conducting performance plans and or
setting of aspirational objectives.
Recruitment also has a role to play. M is responsible for
recruiting people that are ‘open and respectful to others’. It
takes effort and time to find people with the right skill set. M
goes a step further and takes care to only bring in people
who are an asset to the culture of the company. She is an
advocate for treating contractors the same way as
company members.
In this way a commitment to wellbeing is embedded in the
working environment at the small IT firm. They have seen the
benefits of this when particularly tough projects or
situations have come around (including the COVID pandemic)
and the team has been able to discuss any issues early,
work as a team and pull together to meet the challenge.
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Taking a
moment to think
about aligning
to thrive

As a wellbeing / HR
practitioner:


As a senior leader:






In what ways do I actively spread
the message that investing in
workplace wellbeing is important
to ensure that both employees
and the business thrive? Could I do
more to make sure colleagues and
employees understand my stance
on this?
Can I give examples of ways I have
followed through on my long-term
wellbeing messaging, even when it
required the business to make a
short-term investment of time or
money?
Do our line managers have time
for the important ‘people
management’ part of their
manager role (including 1-1s,
appraisals, catch-ups, discussing
workload, how to help people
thrive at work etc.)?



Can I clearly articulate the
business case for any wellbeing
proposals I make to senior
leaders? (Am I collecting enough
evidence from my organisation /
finding out about research to help
me make this case?)

For more…


Visit our cost-effectiveness
calculator to see what different types
of wellbeing initiative could mean for
your business! See links between
wellbeing activity and productivity
indicators.
www.evolveworkplacewellbeing.org/
business-calculator/



Read the What Works Centre for
Wellbeing briefing ‘Why invest in
employee wellbeing’
www.whatworkswellbeing.org/resources/
why-invest-in-employee-wellbeing

Can I give examples of ways I am
supportively challenging the
narrative about performance and
wellbeing at my company – trying
to help it evolve?

and start a conversation on aligning to
thrive with colleagues.


Find out how one organisation (EMCOR
UK) approached collecting evidence
on wellbeing to help them make the
business case:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=eqJnaErTla4

“A long time ago we realised that if people come to work and they
enjoy what they do… it gives the place a bit of a buzz…. The higher
performing companies are companies where people are actually
enjoying their work and they bring quite a lot of their personality to
work. And if they are enjoying what they do, and they have space
to think and be creative, then that's when the really cool stuff
happens. Whereas if people are working long hours and wellbeing
is not a matter of priority, then it becomes not a very nice place to
work. And all three directors have all worked in those kind of
places before and we are all quite keen that we never become
11
that kind of place.”

Manager of a small company

During a project to understand how business leaders
could use the workplace wellbeing insight from our
wellbeing research, we asked one owner-manager
about the wellbeing initiatives he had tried to
implement without much change in wellbeing (below).
This exchange was not unusual during the
conversations. Many respondents commented on
low take-up of new initiatives they had tried.

However, they had not necessarily taken steps to ask
the workforce why or whether any other initiatives
would have been more useful or popular.
One impression was that sometimes senior
managers believed that they should ‘know and do’ for
their organisation, rather than sometimes also
ensure they ‘ask and listen’.

Business leader: “It’s the same small
minority who embrace and get involved
and it’s a little bit of a challenge… at the
moment… If I’m honest, I’m a little bit
surprised that it hasn’t been embraced by
the guys and girls within the company…”
Interviewer: “Have you had a chance to
chat with them about that?”
Business leader: “No. No. If I’m honest…”
Manager in a medium-sized manufacturing and
engineering business

As we will see in Sharing the Load everyone has a role to play
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Taking a moment to think
about how dialogue and
the process of evolving
workplace wellbeing
interact…
Those businesses where workplace wellbeing
was thriving were those with ongoing
dialogue throughout the business about:





what could be better
how it could be made better
trying out relevant solutions and
then checking back to see what made a
difference

in short, pro-actively evolving the workplace
wellbeing approach with the co-operation of
all involved. This is the Listen-Imagine-PilotEvolve process.
We saw that this process of continuous
dialogue conveyed authenticity to their
wellbeing programmes, something which then
started to overcome historical reluctance to
share wellbeing concerns with the business
(see champion story in sharing the load).

You can implement this process as a senior
leader or HR/wellbeing practitioner
Ensure that there are ways of really
hearing what is going on for your
workforce – relevant to your size of
organisation. Surveys are good, especially for
benchmarking, but you will need formal or informal ways
of discussing issues in-depth too – at individual and
group level (1-1s, employee forums etc.)

LISTEN

Involve the employees in thinking
through what better would look
like and what could feasibly be
done to reach that point. A common way to approach
this task from a leader / HR point of view is to see how
other businesses have dealt with this problem. This can
help with ideas but expect to need to tailor any action
to your own setting (avoiding cookie-cutter initiatives!)

IMAGINE

Let your workforce know you would like
to try out the new activity, approach,
programme, initiative etc. but that you
will be taking feedback on it in due course to see how it
needs to be tailored more for the specific business.

PILOT

EVOLVE

Don't stop listening and imagining
when one thing seems to be working
well!

The need for a pro-active approach (next section)
includes making sure you have many, varied, regular
formal and informal ways to discuss wellbeing issues
and how the current wellbeing approach is working.
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Practitioner story
What do we actually need to provide as employers?
In a small firm trying for exemplary workplace wellbeing,
there had been an accumulation of initiatives since startup. They realised it would be useful to check what was and
was not making a difference...

“So, a lot of the things that we have got in place …
have been with the company pretty much since they
started or very much in the early days. So, the training
budget, the travel cards, the wellness allowance, the
flexible hours they have all been just the way we do
stuff. But I have just conducted a benefits review. So,
in the time that we have had, we have never actually
done a review of the benefits to see whether there
are things that people want. And if there is anything
else that people would be interested in having.
I did a review of benefits asking people what their
thoughts were on the existing benefits: what were
the most beneficial to them, what were the least
beneficial to them. And that's where I found the travel
card was by far and away the thing that most people
appreciated. We also offer morning yoga to people
and that was the one that was a bit more divisive, the
people who do it love it, the people who don't: like ‘it’s
not interesting to me’....
But on top of that I gave people a suite of
suggestions of additional benefits that they might be
interested in just to gauge whether people would
want other or more benefits. And not surprisingly the

ones that people came out wanting the most were
things around flexibility and time off. We had an
informal flexible working policy. What we are going to
do now starting from April is formalise that and
actually have core hours. So, we will have core hours
of ten to four and then people can choose if they
would like to come in early and leave early or
developers they are up until 3 in the morning at home
so they like to come in later and work later. It's
something that we are going to have to manage but
we decided to do that because we did this benefits
review and found that that was the one thing that
people really wanted: a more formalised flexible work
from home policy.
And then there were other things like, surprisingly I
had lots in there that people just didn't want an
employee assistance programme which is something
that I am quite used to in larger organisations.
Nobody was interested in that. Which is actually quite
a good reflection on our company because it shows
that they get enough support internally that they
don't need that extra, normal, help line. But had I not
done that review I instinctively would have thought
we should invest in that. But the employees are
saying to me actually we don't need it. So, we are not
going to spend the money on something that people
don't necessarily use. ... I have done some research
into what we might add next. ... So that's one of the
benefits of being this SME size that we can do these
kind of things.”
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Whilst visiting businesses for our research we realised:
 Many employers understand that improving
workplace wellbeing could help their business, but
do not know what a good, rounded programme of
activities to support wellbeing looks like in
practice.
 Many employers are already devising new
activities and programmes that will have an impact
on employee wellbeing, but do not realise these
activities are part of their wellbeing approach,
because of a narrow view of what ‘workplace
wellbeing’ is and is not about.
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In the mass media we are often shown
aspirational images of silicon valley
offices, with beanbags, mini-football
and ‘create what you like days’. These
stories can give a superficial
impression of what underpins good
workplace wellbeing, making it look
like workplace wellbeing can only be
achieved if you have high profits and
lots of money to spend.
While creating pleasant informal
social spaces, showing respect for
employee creativity, offering rewards
and hosting wellbeing activities can
all be great things to do within a wider
context of good working conditions, if
they help improve workplace
wellbeing it will be because they are in
line with a deeper intention of:




fostering good working
relationships
showing the business is aware of
wellbeing need and
demonstrating managers are
willing to pull back on short-term
productivity for long-term people
and business benefit.

In contrast to media examples,
evidence suggests that delivering
improvements does not require lots
of money, gifts and ‘fun’ but an
embedded, authentic approach that
can be expressed in ways that suit
each business and its employees.

Believing that wellbeing is primarily
about superficial fun and bonuses is
what we call ‘The Spangle Trap’…

What is ‘The Spangle Trap’?
Spangles are objects that are shiny
and distracting.
‘The Spangle Trap’ is focussing only on
occasional gifts / events rather than
building workplace wellbeing into the
way the organisation operates on an
everyday basis.

In previous workshops and seminars
with employers, the idea of the
spangle trap has helped people to
distinguish activities undertaken to
‘look busy’ on wellbeing and those
that genuinely address fundamental
human needs for support,
interaction, meaning and more.
The consequences of interactions
with colleagues and managers, as well
as the available resources to do your
job well, are incredibly important
everyday influences. They determine
whether people enjoy their jobs, work
conscientiously and intend to leave or
stay in the near future.

So how do you avoid the spangle trap
and instead put in place affordable,
sustainable activities that evolve over
time with the needs of your
workforce?

Wellbeing is not a niche activity, but
the underpinning of good work.

Insight from our collaborating
organisations on how wellbeing
programmes evolve over time
suggests that you pro-actively focus
on the basics of how being at work
impacts on people and how people
interact with each other. Conditions,
security, pay, management,
relationships, opportunities and doing
work that makes a positive difference
all impact on employee physical and
mental wellbeing. That is – the very
substance of how work is organised
and managed.



Not yet sure whether you’ve fallen
into the spangle trap?
Watch a presentation by one of
our team on the spangle trap (This
event was recorded live, so you
may wish to start at 7:15 to miss
the live preamble)

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Upge83WGxJg

Once you are convinced of the
business case and the importance of
dialogue, how do you start to set out
a programme of activities and
systems to help you build your
foundation?
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Larger business

Small / medium business

Here are examples of what large and small businesses are doing in real life that makes a difference to wellbeing. You don’t have to do all of
these – they are offered as inspiration to help you be pro-active and think open-mindedly about suitable options for your specific workplace
Health/wellness
promotion
- NHS health checks
- NHS flyers
- Piggybacking national
campaigns (smoking,
stress, sleeping etc.)
- Cycling / walking
outings
- Actions to address the
working environment –
safe, clean, pleasant
- Inspirational talks
- Resilience and / or
mindfulness courses
- Health checks
- Wellbeing days / weeks
- Cycle to work
schemes, running
clubs, gym discounts
and challenges
- Courses (stress,
dementia, debt,
mindfulness)
- Healthy food canteens
- National campaigns
like ‘Time to change’
- Actions to address the
working environment
- Space for external
providers to provide
massage or other
therapies
- Contemplative space

‘Help if you’re struggling’

Good relationships

Good managers

High quality jobs

- Cards and posters on
in-house support
- Approachable people
- Ad hoc signposting:
NHS and charities
- Occupational health
- Mental health first aid
- Part-subsidised
physiotherapy
- Part- or whollysubsidised counselling
- Private medical
insurance
- HR teams – open door
- Employee Assistance
Programmes
(confidential,
externally-provided
online advice)
- Internal intranet info
- Wellbeing information
during the induction
- Occupational health
- Subsidised counselling
- Subsidised
physiotherapy
- Mental health first aid
- Absence management
procedures
- Private medical
insurance
- Income protection

- Spaces to interact
(e.g. staff rooms)
- Parties / nights out
- Holiday or milestone
event balls / dinners
- Taking part in charity
fundraising
- Conversations over
table tennis / games
- Continuous
improvement
meetings/ discussions
across departments

- Availability via walking
the office / shop floor
regularly
- Offering praise and
being interested
- Recruiting managers
for attitude and ethos
- Providing external line
manager training (e.g.
ILM, CMI, ECITB)
- Training managers as
trainers
- Open door culture

- Spaces to interact
(with free tea, TVs,
music and other perks)
- Parties / balls / dinners
- Business milestone
events
- Charity of the year
programme to vote for
and raise funds
- Paid volunteering days
(1 or 2 per year)
- Away days / Team
cohesiveness training
- Monthly
communications
packages designed for
line manager delivery
- Mediation-trained
staff

- Senior management
availability
- Internal line manager /
leadership training
- Absence management
and rapport-building
training
- MIND / Time to Change
mental health training
- Recruiting managers
for attitude, ethos and
people management
experience
- Manager guidelines on
respect, praise,
feedback
- Role-modelling
- 360 leader analysis
- Open door culture

- Job-related training
- Appraisals on training,
wellbeing and demands
- No zero hours
contracts
- Coaching
- Using free external
engagement surveys
to identify issues
- Development courses
- Encouraging rest and
refresh (e.g. via taking
all holiday and breaks)
- Job-related dedicated
training budget
- Supportive appraisals
on work life balance,
roles and development
- Encouraging staff to
use discretion (e.g. no
scripts)
- Paying the living wage
- Internal and external
mentoring / coaching
- Using engagement
surveys / focus groups
/ forums to identify
issues and act
- Flexible working
options
- Public commitments to
wellbeing: plan / vision

Raising awareness
Preventing problems
Learning together

Identifying issues early
Being supportive
Signposting to help

Communicating
Knowing one another
Sharing purpose

Asking and listening
Role-modelling
Valuing people skills

Designing quality jobs
Developing people
Getting the basics right
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Practitioner examples
Pro-active attention to the fundamental organisation of work
In the construction industry, working patterns traditionally
include notoriously long hours. A large construction firm
tried to work on changing wellbeing norms – not by offering
wellbeing ‘spangles’ but through thinking about how working
hours could be organised better:
“We’ve done so much around mental health. ... We’ve
done a lot of work and probably the thing that’s
maybe been more influential and impacts the
workers’ wellbeing more has been around shift
patterns and designing their working arrangements.
So, I’ll give you an example. Traditionally in the
industry they would work seven 12-hour shifts days,
have four days off, and then work seven 12-hour night
shifts and then have three days off. I mean a
horrendous shift pattern. You can imagine by the last
night shift how these workers are feeling. That’s what
traditionally has been done. So, at [our company] we
said right, we’re not going to allow anyone to work
that. But the balance has been really hard because,
one, they’re still hourly paid so for them, changing
them to an 8-hour shift pattern means less money. A
lot of them work away from home....
So, we’ve done quite a lot of work with managers and
the site workers about trying to design shift patterns
that are better for them, that will enable them to
have social interactions, be able to do things that
they want to at the weekend or with their family. And
probably that is more meaningful to them than some
stuff around nutrition.”

In a large pharmaceutical company, wellbeing is looked at
from a range of different angles which impact directly on
how people feel at work on an everyday basis:

“Where we have really focused is on physical energy
and making sure that we are creating the right
environment for colleagues. And setting
expectations that this is not an environment where
you come in at 8 in the morning and you stay until late
at night. You work flexibly to meet the needs that you
have for your family and your role and business
needs. …
I think increasingly … we had greater focus on mental
wellbeing … in our [x] site, where I think it was ahead
of the organisation in terms of running some pilots
for us around what we can do to support colleagues
in very early phases of mental health [issues], to
actually prevent issues from arising in the first place.
Unfortunately, some colleagues do develop mental
health challenges and illness. What is the support
that we would put in place there? And trying to
normalise that to help them and the rest of the
organisation to see that mental illness - whilst you
may not always see it or hear people talk about it - is
the same as physical illness like breaking a leg. So
that's a journey we are on that's really working.”
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Taking a
moment to think
about a proactive approach
As a leader:


Do we, as a business, take a proactive approach to improving
wellbeing instead of waiting to
react to individual issues arising?



In what ways do I show colleagues
that I am open to considering
different ways of approaching
working practices, conditions or
relationships as part of our
businesses’ approach to
wellbeing?



Are our line managers pro-active
in exploring, with their teams, small
changes that could benefit our
wellbeing and work performance?

As a wellbeing / HR
practitioner:


Am I showing that I am available to
help leaders and managers think
through the wellbeing implications
of areas of business that might
not traditionally seem like my
remit?



Considering what I do in my role as
a whole – how central are my
efforts to embed good
communication and management
practices throughout the
organisation long-term, compared
to offering ‘quick fix’ events or
gifts to try to make a generally
poor working experience seem a
little better?

For more…


Watch this Masterclass from our team
in collaboration with the PrOPEL Hub,
where two business leaders talk
about their pro-active and embedded
approaches to wellbeing:
www.propelhub.org/peopleperformance-and-wellbeing-inmanufacturing/



Download this ‘Where are you on the
workplace wellbeing journey?’ 2-page
overview leaflet that also contains
the table of activities from page 14:
www.propelhub.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/06/2018_Whereare-you-on-the-workplace-wellbeingjourney_UEA-ESRC.pdf



Check out the Creativity and
Consistency principles in the A
Discerning Eye section to think more
deeply about the different
implications of adopting a pro-active
approach.

Move on to the next section to
find out how a pro-active
approach goes hand in hand with
sharing the load…
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‘Many hands make light work’ is a longstanding proverb with surprising modern
applications.
In our in-depth research with businesses
at different stages of evolving their
workplace wellbeing approaches we
could see that the more evolved their
approach, the more people, of different
roles and seniority, were involved in
ensuring workplace wellbeing in a variety
of ways
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Where workplace wellbeing was
thriving, senior leaders set the
tone by showing they thought it
was important to ‘align to thrive’ seeing that in the longer-term
pursuing wellbeing goals could
benefit staff and business
together. As role models and
influencers they acted as
‘catalysts’ for change.
These leaders were usually supported by
people-focussed colleagues, for example
occupational health and human resources
professionals in larger organisations and
those who take on the personnel
responsibilities as parts of their roles in
their smaller businesses. They use their
subject expertise and experience to help
inform the leaders and advise colleagues.
They help monitor whether things are going
well and provide early warning of any
emerging challenges to work on.

Then, where workplace wellbeing was thriving, the wider
workforce – colleagues showed their active support for
each other and the wellbeing programmes in place.
Formal wellbeing examples include wellbeing champions or
mental health first aiders embedded in teams, but line
manager engagement and action is vital and even more
fundamental.
When line managers are supported to learn more about
good management (spotting and intervening when people
don’t seem themselves, signposting, role-modelling,
managing work demands) and colleagues are encouraged to
look out for each other in hard times, then wellbeing
champions become a useful complement, rather than the
only port of call.
It is also important that members of the wider workforce
feel comfortable to sit on committees or employee forums
and make sure the employee voice is heard.

This is part of the dialogue-building that
underpins sustainable wellbeing approaches.
Want to know more about how sharing the load and other
workplace practices helped our collaborating organisations
through the Covid-19 crisis?


See our briefing note with the What Works Centre for
Wellbeing on productive / healthy workplace practices:
www.whatworkswellbeing.org/resources/adopting-jointproductive-and-healthy-workplace-practices-whatimpacts-success/ Find more detail on the roles different
colleagues play (catalysts, practitioners, agents) and
also the role of balance and wellbeing resources.
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Wellbeing champion story
Financial services companies have in the past been famous
for long hours and pressured environments. One of our
collaborating organisations is trying to change that. They
recognise the need for people who are wellbeing aware and
active throughout the company...
“At [our business] we have the wellbeing champions
initiative. So that’s people within the business… And
that’s just trying to reach out to people and just let
people know that there is help there if people need it.
And we try to advertise it... We get a monthly newsletter
and then we just make sure everyone in our business is
aware of what’s available. And also I try and have
coffees with groups of people, especially at the minute
[during the Covid crisis]. On WhatsApp we just do a 15minute coffee with different groups of people so that
we can see faces and try and break that isolation a little
bit.”
Having wellbeing champions in place is not a panacea
though. It takes time for them to be known, trusted and for
the culture of the wider business to feel in line with the
messages coming out from such new initiatives....
“We have a flag on our desk, wellbeing champion, and if
people are struggling they know they can come and talk
to you. But I just think some people are not as eager to
come forward for that help. But it’s also looking out for
people, looking out to see if people are looking
particularly stressed and then, you know. But then
people are only going to open up to you as much as
they’re going to open up. I’ve done taking people for
coffee, just have a chat, see how they’re getting on. A
couple of people have said they appreciate that and,
like I say, now because we’re in this virtual world it’s just

getting small groups of people together, just having a
chat and saying hello. …
So far, I’ve just spotted people and just approached
people. Not under the guise of ‘oh I’m the well-being
champion, you know,’ just really as a friend. …
I think we’re kind of at a stage where some people may
be embracing mental health in a different way to others
and I think some people are still not over that hurdle of:
‘I can’t do that, I can’t be seen to be weak’. I think that
mindset is still there with some people. Even though the
management are so supportive, the people around are
supportive, I still think that for some individuals they
would struggle to reach out and ask for that help
because they feel like ‘oh I can’t go to HR, I can’t go to
occupational health, because if I do go to occupational
health then that’s going to be a mark against me’ …
So, it really is key for a manager to be in tune and to see
how their people are but also to recognise that a
referral to occupational health is not a bad thing.”
Overcoming a history of less supportive culture takes time...
“I have one example of somebody who, they won’t go to
HR, they won’t go and get support from occupational
health, because they just feel it will go against them.
And that’s just not the case. I think it’s historical, you
know, maybe something from like 10 years ago, and
maybe this person has had different experiences to me
and haven’t had a good experience. … I mean it’s got to
be 15 years probably that I’ve been using counselling or
self-help. … There is so much out there, I mean they’re
brilliant for their staff, honestly.”
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Taking a moment to think about sharing the load
As a leader:






In what ways do I role-model the
wellbeing behaviours our business
encourages and have I recently
sought and acted upon feedback?
Are any of my senior leader
colleagues ‘off-message’ or likely
to counter or undermine attempts
to move towards wellbeing? Can I
speak with them to discuss why
this may be and what would help?
Do our line managers take
responsibility to be the first point
of call for struggling employees?
(e.g. do they understand when to
support, get advice or signpost?)

As a wellbeing / HR
practitioner:


How can I continue to improve my
knowledge around health and
wellbeing – to support our specific
business?



What data and information (of
whatever is the most appropriate
kind) do we, as a business, collect
on workforce wellbeing? How do I
ensure senior leaders know about
and trust this data and information
as an evidence base to inform
strategic and operational
decision-making?

For more….


Read a PrOPEL Hub blog / listen to an
associated podcast, to see what we
know about diversity, belonging and
inclusion in the workforce
www.propelhub.org/diversity-in-thebritish-workplace-are-we-managing/



Download our briefing with the What
Works Centre for Wellbeing on
adopting productive and healthy
workplace practices
www.whatworkswellbeing.org/resources
/adopting-joint-productive-andhealthy-workplace-practices-whatimpacts-success/



Check out the Communication and
Commitment principles in the A
Discerning Eye section to think about
the implications of sharing the load.
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Your business is unique.
Tailoring your wellbeing approach to your workforce works best for
wellbeing and performance. Yet it can also raise concerns, especially
when starting out. Without a cookie cutter set of activities to follow,
you may ask yourself ‘are we doing the right thing?’
Luckily, although every business is unique, the principles that
underpin good workplace wellbeing are surprisingly common across
all different sizes and types of organisations. Checking yourself
against the principles can help keep you on track.
Five evidence-based principles based on our own case study
research are covered in this final section of the guide.
Use the self-reflection questions to help you assess how far your
organisation has travelled on the workplace wellbeing journey.
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Communication
Who gets to take part in the conversation in
your company about issues relating to
performance and wellbeing?
Jot down the informal and formal ways
dialogue currently takes place in your
organisation. Is everyone involved or just
certain decision-makers? Take a moment to
note anything that is not currently up for
discussion and consider why that may be.
Why ask this? Dialogue is the bedrock of good working
relationships. When we ask businesses about
‘communication’ it is common for them to know how they get
their own messages out to employees about wellbeing but
are often less clear on how they hear back from, and involve
the workforce in, identifying issues and moving forwards.

What does good practice look like?


Open door management culture



Fostering trust, over time, to ensure people feel safe
to discuss issues



Effort to cultivate good working relationships across
the organisation



Opportunities for employees to meaningfully
communicate with managers and colleagues about
their work experiences, career aspirations,
professional but also personal needs and wishes. This
can be done either informally through individual
check-ins, or via one to ones, forums, committees,
working groups, continuous improvement workshops
(depending on the size and existing structures)



Surveys, HR data, shop floor walks and other regular
benchmarking exercises.



Motivation – Does the idea of more open
communication make anyone within your organisation
uncomfortable (either because of their confidence or
if they worry about what they will find out?) Can you
start to investigate the emotions, habits or goals that
might prevent the development of an open culture, as
a first step to tackling the challenge?



Opportunity – In what ways does your organisation
prioritise time for listening and discussion even (and
especially) during stressful or busy periods?

Supporting behaviour change – what to consider next?


Capacity – Are your leaders, HR / wellbeing practitioners
and managers aware and skilled enough in
communication skills to offer genuine listening and
dialogue?
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Practitioner examples
It is important to set the tone for an open, interested and
listening wellbeing culture (via role-modelling, prioritising
feedback structures and empowering others to act on that
feedback). Here is an employee giving their impression of a
leader in a large construction company who is good at
communication:

“So, when you’ve got somebody
who perhaps works in the
canteen who can walk up and
have a conversation with the
project director about
something…. In and of itself you
think ‘so what’. But what that says
is that that person who perhaps
would be considered to be in a
relatively junior role … is
comfortable to walk up to the
most senior person on the
project to say can I have two
minutes of your time... But not
only are they going to be open to
the conversation but they’re
going to listen and perhaps
respond in a positive way and
support that person.”

The small tech company we collaborated with sets the tone
for open communication in a number of different ways – not
just a tech-supported survey but also one-to-ones and
review meetings – giving employees confidence that issues
can be discussed:

“Yes, well I’m not sure if you’ve heard about there’s a
tool called [brand name]. So, we use that quite
regularly, I think it’s like every two weeks, and what it
does is there is completely anonymous feedback. It
generates questions about the company wellbeing
basically and it also covers benefits. In this case
[colleague name] is the one who uses it the most,
she has access to the direct feedback. And one of
the regular questions is: ‘do you think that the
company cares about your well-being?’
But I guess that also it’s being asked on the one to
ones, or it will be asked in the annual review if there is
something that is not working. But again, the
company’s quite open and vocal and I’m sure that if
someone would like something particular there will a
full discussion.
For example, what I mentioned about the training
budget. The training budget is £400 a year but I’ve
been in a situation where I wanted to do a course
that was £85 above my budget and the company said
to go. So, everything is under discussion.”
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Coherence

What does good practice look like?


Have you ever checked that the different
parts of your wellbeing approach work
together?

A rounded approach to wellbeing which takes in many
different needs and goals



Either jot down all the different things you are
doing or reach for your existing wellbeing
strategy / plan. Check if there any noticeable
gaps or biases.

An understanding that being coherent does not mean
having a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach or top-down control
and implementation, it just means having a set of
activities and practices that all pull in the same direction



Encouraging employees to share and try out ideas and
activities on wellbeing, whilst also keeping an eye on
fairness and coverage of different aspects of wellbeing.

There are many ways to look at what influences wellbeing:
consider physical, mental, financial wellbeing, career
development, colleague interactions, management
capability, involvement, meaning and job quality…

Why ask this? – Whether employees can thrive and
perform is influenced by the whole ecosystem of work
they are operating within. It is not just one activity
that matters, but the whole package. So, it is
important to have an overview of whether that
package is coherent.
Businesses with good intentions can sometimes end
up with a scattergun of wellbeing initiatives (like
healthy eating, walking groups etc.) without realising
they are still only focussing mainly on one or two
aspects of wellbeing (for example physical health and
safety) and forget other important areas (e.g. is the
person managed well, do they feel they can learn and
progress, do they feel valued?)
Checking for coherence can help you identify where
your next steps on wellbeing could be.

Supporting behaviour change – what to consider next?


Capacity – Do you know what a rounded wellbeing
programme looks like (see ‘align to thrive’ ‘a proactive approach’)? Does anyone within your
organisation need additional training in order to look
after the people function well?



Motivation – Does overall responsibility for reviewing
your wellbeing coverage sit with someone with
enough seniority and a wide enough role description
for them to be interested in and take responsibility
for coherent coverage? (If their title is health and
safety, or staff development, they may not feel
motivated to check other aspects of wellbeing are
being covered – some of our collaborating
organisations have made this change)



Opportunity – In what ways do you regularly review the
coverage of your wellbeing programme, even (and
especially) during stressful or busy periods?
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Coherent practice

Bringing in creativity

In a large pharmaceutical company, the Occupational Health
Lead believes that wellbeing is a much wider issue than the
workplace health promotion.

In a small company we know the leaders constantly seek
new ideas from a wide variety of sources:

The focus should be spread through line management
relationships and wider understanding of wellbeing, so that
wellbeing is owned by the whole organisation:

“My focus is much more on things like: ‘how
do we influence the managers?’ Because at
the end of the day ultimately how you get on
at work is determined by your relationships.
… the thing that fundamentally affects your
outlook on work and ultimately your
productivity is how you get on with your
manager. And so, the focus there has been
to try to ensure that managers understand
this, that there is sufficient training in place:
that we are a much more flexible company,
that some of the tensions that don't need to
be between home and work are removed.
And I am pleased to say I think there has
been a lot of progress there.
It’s a much more flexible work environment,
it’s not set hours it’s not bums on seats, it’s
not if you can't see them you are not
managing, it’s much more target orientated
working from home, flexible, concentrated
hours. And this was the sort of thing … that
makes the fundamental difference is how
people feel and how they are treated. And
that feeds into productivity.”

“A lot of it does come from myself and the COO, I think
just because we have an interest in learning new
things. … So, it can be from reading books, it can be
from listening to podcasts. [Our city] has a decent
amount of talks nowadays from the business school
and CMI and CIPD and stuff, so they go in quite a lot.
It’s also talking to other businesses around us when
we’re at these events and seeing what they’ve been
bringing in as well. So, some of the ideas come from
that.
Some of the ideas as well actually just come from the
employees. So, the employee forum... that’s not to
just give them that survey, so they’re not just writing
down 'yes I agree with this statement, I disagree with
this’. We get them to fill that in for starters but then
we have a forum… So, we get them to go through
those questions and ‘why did you score it like this?’
Talk in small groups and have that communication...
A lot of ideas come out in those sessions because we
ask them to gauge things for what they want us to
stop doing, what they want us to keep doing, and
what they want us to start doing. So, the things that
they want us to start doing, that builds a lot of ideas,
and getting them to have that collaborative
approach where they’re all invested in what we’re
doing too because they’re the ones coming up with it
as well. That feeds what we do in the [Senior
Leadership Team] a lot of the time as well.”
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Creativity

What does good practice look like?


Nobody tells anybody else - ‘well that’s just the way it is’ to make them put up with unhealthy work practices
because others have experienced them



People at all levels of the organisation can have their
improvement requests and ideas heard and considered
as to what could make things better



Recognising that change can be hard for some people,
especially if the change affects their sense of identity or
worth in the business. Taking an interest in any reasons
for reluctance to change / improve helps with
understanding and embedding new practices.

Do you regularly ask: what would ‘better’
look like in your organisation?
What formal and informal opportunities have
you made space for in the working life of your
business for the development of new ideas and
exploration of new opportunities?
What barriers do you experience to asking
‘what if…?’ and making it happen?
Is there anyone who would be reluctant / is
reluctant when you make changes?

Supporting behaviour change – what to consider next?


Motivation – Moving from ‘what now...?!!’ to ‘what if...?’
can be a difficult mindset for some because it
involves taking preventative rather than reactive
action. Who in your business might find this change
hard? Is it because they are already struggling /
finding things hard in their own work? Does changing
things feels like ‘more work’ rather than a way to
improve things? Consider if you need to find small
ways to help people be calmer and more receptive,
through demonstrating small acts of authentic care
in the first instance.



Opportunity – Do you find it hard to take time away
from everyday operations to think more long-term?
Lots of people, especially in small businesses,
experience this. However, if looking at ‘people’ issues
is rolled into necessary long-term and strategic
planning for the business, this could help.

Why ask this? – Being able to imagine something is a step
towards being able to create it. Sometimes we get stuck
within unhelpful practices because we cannot imagine how
things could be different. Linked to the drive to be proactive described in the second section, evidence suggests
that being creative is also about feeling able to challenge
the status quo.
If there is bullying, overwork or unsafe practices, creatively
challenging the current situation is vital for improving
wellbeing. The principle of creativity seen in this way – as a
vigorous practice of taking an honest look at workforce
issues and trying to think of ways to address them - is a
robust part of improving wellbeing, not just a ‘nice to have’.
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Consistency
Does the way the organisation operates
seamlessly encourage wellbeing, or do
wellbeing activities feel like ‘add-ons’ to
your working day?
When considering the consistency of your
offer, jot down not just things the company
provides directly on wellbeing (e.g. healthy
eating initiatives or EAP provision), but also any
‘everyday’ things that may impact positively or
negatively on employees.
Examples might include:
 senior managers role-modelling good
wellbeing practices in their own working lives
 your built environment taking people’s needs
into consideration
 how training or appraisals that you do
impact on people
 whether you have skilled line managers etc.
Why ask this? – People find it easier to carry out new
activities, if they are similar to old activities. It’s important
not to build good practices on bad (for instance tolerating
bullying or encouraging overwork) but if current processes
and systems are ok, then when new wellbeing activities look
part and parcel of the way the business does business, it will
help people to adapt.

What does good practice look like?


Incorporating nudges towards good wellbeing practices
into existing time and performance management
systems



Making sure that health and safety guidance is not
isolated and delivered separately from wellbeing
guidance



Being highly aware of your workforce and their particular
likes / dislikes / needs when considering new initiatives
rather than flying in practices from different settings
wholesale (see ‘the importance of dialogue’)

Supporting behaviour change – what to consider next?
Start at the top with role-modelling to build consistency…

Think laterally about all
the ways the business
is giving out ‘messages’
about whether
employee wellbeing
matters.
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Practitioner story
Consistently pushing back against damaging
industry norms… in good times and in bad
A small media company pushed back against consistent high
pressure and expectations of long working hours in their
industry, by trialling a 6-hour work day, with employees still
being paid for standard full-time hours.
Different employees used this leeway in different ways.
While people used it differently, the fear about this act of
creatively challenging norms, from a business perspective,
was allayed by the trial:
“So, I had worries, but … those worries didn't
actually come to fruition, we weren't having
any problems with clients, we weren't
having any problems with existing clients,
we weren't having any problems with new
clients. Everybody in the office embraced it
and some people embraced it differently to
others. … it was at that point where you
suddenly see that it is actually affecting
people in a positive way but not affecting
productivity. That you think: well actually
there is something in this.”
While this initial change was an act of creativity, the
continuation of this approach during the COVID-19 pandemic
demonstrated consistency.
This company emphasised that taking time out for yourself,
away from the desk, during the strict lockdown was part of
normal working life. They demonstrated this in a variety of
ways, listening to what colleagues needed, consistent with

their pre-pandemic approach to listening, imagining,
piloting and evolving their wellbeing approach:
“When we were having our meeting [a
colleague] did say well if you want to be
making more money and you want to be
working more efficiently surely you should just
be working an ordinary day, you should be
doing 7 ½ days because you are losing a day
each week. I get the logic, but I think
particularly in this environment people need
to have that freedom to go out for a walk or
to have those breaks.
In my diary I have an hour to go for a walk in
the afternoon with my family so that's
scheduled in. Everybody knows that's going
on. There are times when we will phone people
for the group huddle and they won’t be there
because we know that they have gone
somewhere, they are out doing things.
We have let people a couple of times
work remotely so they have gone to visit
friends for the week but worked from
their friend’s houses. Or [a colleague]
went and worked from her parents’
house for a couple of days as well
because she needed that freedom.
I think if we were working 7 ½ hours a day
and everybody was expected to be
working at the same time I don't know
how we would have survived to be
honest with you. I think people would
have got worn out a lot quicker and be a
lot more stressed. I can't see how it
would have worked.”
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Commitment
As part of your wellbeing approach /
strategy do you explicitly acknowledge that
things may take time to improve and that
you are committed to working on peoplefocussed challenges in the long-term?
Or do you start initiatives but then let them
slide if they do not seem possible or do not
immediately bring enough ‘return’ for the
investment of time and money?
Often – to address commitment issues, it is useful to ask
two further questions....
1) What is preventing you from taking the next step now?

What does good practice look like?


An organisation willing to actively learn from mistakes
and persevere to overcome blocked paths, with overall
commitment to improve wellbeing



Knowing who has responsibility for making sure that
certain initiatives (like employee forums or constructive
performance appraisals) actually happen. Senior leaders
following this up to show they are interested and value
this type of activity is important, but so is including
people at all levels (see sharing the load)



Integrating the ‘people’ side of continuous improvement
practices into other continuous improvement activities
seamlessly (see consistency)

Supporting behaviour change – what to consider next?


Motivation – Does the idea of committing to longterm workforce wellbeing challenge any longstanding habits or norms (e.g. a tendency to feel that
staffing is the easiest place to make savings in hard
times or that offering support towards training and
education is only a ‘fair weather’ activity)? Can you
start to investigate your assumptions and check what
contemporary evidence says, as a first step to
tackling the challenge?



Opportunity – Does someone within your business
have enough time in their everyday role to keep
returning to questions of how the wellbeing approach
is evolving in the business?

2) Whose responsibility is it to keep returning to these
questions over time?

Why ask this? – Businesses with thriving workplace wellbeing
approaches evolved them over time, with the support of a
growing proportion of the workforce as time passed.
Leaders and HR professionals in those organisations were
not afraid to say they had tried and stopped doing some
things that did not work when they checked-in on progress.
However, the reason why initiatives end is often not
because of a positive cycle of listening, imagining and
piloting (importance of dialogue) but due to encountering a
barrier or letting things slide.
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Practitioner story
Thinking about wellbeing in the long-term
In a large construction organisation, they have committed
to evolving their programme of work, with input from the
senior team, but feedback from cross-programme working
groups.
Note how much value this practitioner places on the
processes of learning and dialogue – they are intertwined
with enacting commitment over time:

“So, we have a number of groups that are set up across
the programme that are organisation-wide, mental
health working groups, occupational health working
groups.
And these groups come together and we might say:
‘from a [senior team] perspective this is what we are
thinking our strategy should look like’, and they will
come back and say ‘well actually we think you are on
the wrong lines, this is what I am hearing from the
workforce’. And they help influence that strategy.
We have gone more towards a bottom-up approach. So
probably four years ago when I first joined, the strategy
was very much top-down, so we would come up with all
the ideas, we came up with all the initiatives and we
would cascade.

“So, we said so how can we
improve and that's when we
started getting more of the
real beneficial areas to focus
on, something that we never
even thought about,
providing financial advisors
on site as an example to help
with mental health.
We thought we will just talk
about this, that and the
other and then somebody
said ‘well, no, because one of
the real issues of many of our
people is how are they going
to pay the bills when this job
finishes’ or ‘when I am
working away from home [I
have] relationship
difficulties’. So, it has evolved
over time, but I think to have
the mechanisms in place that
we have to continually
evaluate that has allowed us
to be where we are now.

And then when we asked the question, ‘how successful
are these?’, the feedback we got was in some part
positive but in a lot of areas: room for improvement.”
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Watch a trailer and access our free,
evidence-based online course at…

Use our free, evidence-based, interactive workplace
wellbeing cost-effectiveness calculator at…

https://evolveworkplacewellbeing.org/
professional-development/

https://evolveworkplacewellbeing.org/businesscalculator/

www.evolveworkplacewellbeing.org
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This self-assessment guide:


reveals the people-focussed behaviours of thriving
businesses



invites employers to move from ‘what now??!’, to
‘what if…?’ approaches to ‘people’ matters



highlights lower cost and sustainable approaches to
workplace wellbeing that evolve over time



offers questions and exercises that help inform
next steps for any business, however far along a
journey towards workplace wellbeing

This document is shared under a Creative Commons by-nd 4.0
licence. As content of the Evolve Workplace Wellbeing toolkit,
it is shared under the terms and conditions of the website:

https://evolveworkplacewellbeing.org/terms-and-conditions/
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